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Abstract. In this paper, compressive strength of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) confined
concrete cylinders is formulated using a hybrid method coupling genetic programming (GP) and simulated
annealing (SA), called GP/SA, and a robust variant of GP, namely multi expression programming (MEP).
Straightforward GP/SA and MEP-based prediction equations are derived for the compressive strength of
CFRP-wrapped concrete cylinders. The models are constructed using two sets of predictor variables. The
first set comprises diameter of concrete cylinder, unconfined concrete strength, tensile strength of CFRP
laminate, and total thickness of CFRP layer. The most widely used parameters of unconfined concrete
strength and ultimate confinement pressure are included in the second set. The models are developed
based on the experimental results obtained from the literature. To verify the applicability of the proposed
models, they are employed to estimate the compressive strength of parts of test results that were not
included in the modeling process. A sensitivity analysis is carried out to determine the contributions of
the parameters affecting the compressive strength. For more verification, a parametric study is carried out
and the trends of the results are confirmed via some previous studies. The GP/SA and MEP models are
able to predict the ultimate compressive strength with an acceptable level of accuracy. The proposed
models perform superior than several CFRP confinement models found in the literature. The derived
models are particularly valuable for pre-design purposes.
Keywords: CFRP-confined concrete; compressive strength; genetic programming; simulated annealing;
multi expression programming; formulation.

1. Introduction
Concrete as a frictional material is considerably sensitive to hydrostatic pressure. Lateral stresses
have advantageous effects on the concrete strength and deformation. Concrete exhibits increased
strength and axial deformation capacity when it is uniaxially loaded and cannot dilate laterally. This
case indicated as confinement. The concrete confinement can generally be provided through
transverse reinforcement in the form of spirals, circular hoops or rectangular ties, or by encasing the
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Fig. 1 Typical response of FRP-confined concrete (Mirmiran et al. 2000)

Fig. 2 Illustration of a CFRP confining concrete cylinder

concrete columns into steel tubes that act as permanent formwork (Lorenzis 2001). Fiber reinforced
polymers (FRPs) are also used for the confinement of concrete columns. Compared to steel (Fardis
and Khalili 1982), FRPs present several advantages such as continuous confining action to the
entire cross-section, easiness and speed of application, and corrosive resistance (Lorenzis 2001). A
typical response of FRP-confined concrete is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, normalized axial stress
is plotted against axial, lateral, and volumetric strains. The stress is normalized with respect to the
unconfined strength of the concrete core. This figure depicts that both the axial and lateral responses
are bi-linear with a transition zone at or near the peak strength of the unconfined concrete core. The
volumetric response shows a similar transition toward volume expansion. However, as soon as the
jacket takes over, the volumetric response undergoes another transition which reverses the dilation
trend and results in volume compaction. This behavior of FRP-confined concrete is remarkably
different from plain concrete and steel-confined concrete, both of which fail by excessive unstable
volume expansion (Mirmiran et al. 2000).
Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) is one of the main types of the FRP composites. The
advantages of CFRP comprise anti-corrosion, easy cutting and construction, as well as high
strength-to-weight ratio and high elastic modulus. These features have caused widely using of CFRP
in retrofitting and strengthening of reinforced concrete structures for over 50 years. A typical CFRPconfined concrete cylinder is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Several studies have been conducted to analyze the CFRP confinement effect on the strength and
deformation capacity of concrete columns. On the basis of these researches, a number of empirical
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and theoretical models are developed (Lorenzis 2001). In spite of extensive research in this field, the
available models have some significant limitations. Such models have been derived for specific
loading systems and conditions. In most cases, several involving parameters should be calibrated
before the application of these models. These limitations suggest the necessity of developing more
comprehensive mathematical models for assessing the behaviour of CFRP-confined concrete columns.
Genetic programming (GP) (Koza 1992) can be regarded as a new alternative approach for the
behavior modeling of concretes. GP is an extension of genetic algorithms. It may generally be
defined as a supervised machine learning technique that searches a program space instead of a data
space. The main advantage of the GP-based approaches is their ability to generate prediction
equations without assuming prior form of the existing relationship. The developed equations can be
easily manipulated in practical circumstances. In recent years, many researchers have employed GP
and its variants to find out any complex relationships among the experimental data (e.g., Cevik and
Sonebi 2008, Canakci et al. 2009, Mousavi et al. 2010, Gandomi et al. 2010a,b). Multi expression
programming (MEP) (Oltean and Dumitrescu 2002) is a recent variant of GP that uses a linear
representation of chromosomes. MEP has a special ability to encode multiple solutions of a problem
in a single chromosome. Based on numerical experiments, the MEP approach is able to outperform
similar techniques (Oltean and Grosan 2003a). Some of the limited scientific efforts directed at
applying MEP to civil engineering tasks include predicting limestone compressive and tensile
strength (Baykasoglu et al. 2008), formulation of soil classification (Alavi et al. 2010a), and
formulation of geotechnical engineering systems (Alavi and Gandomi 2010).
Simulated annealing (SA) is a general stochastic search algorithm used for solving optimization
problems. The Metropolis algorithm, the foundation of SA, was proposed by Metropolis et al.
(1953) to simulate the annealing process. SA was first presented by Metropolis et al. (1953) to
mimic the natural process of metal annealing. This algorithm was first applied to optimization
problems by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) and Cerny (1985). SA is very useful for solving several types
of optimization problems with nonlinear functions and multiple local optima. Folino et al. (2000)
and Deschaine et al. (2000) combined GP and SA to make a hybrid algorithm with better
efficiency. The SA strategy was used to decide the acceptance of a new individual. It was shown
that introducing this strategy into the GP process improves the profitably of GP. Recently, Alavi et al.
(2010b) utilized this hybrid method to formulate the flow number of asphalt mixes.
The main purpose of this paper is to derive new prediction models for the ultimate compressive
strength of CFRP-wrapped concrete cylinders via the GP/SA and MEP techniques. A
comprehensive database including previously published test results is utilized to develop the models.
The performance of the proposed models is further compared with that of several existing models.
The formulas evolved by GP/SA and MEP can reliably be employed for the evaluation of the
compressive strength of wrapped concrete cylinders.

2. Review of previous studies
The characteristic response of the confined concrete includes three distinct regions of un-cracked
elastic deformations, crack formation and propagation, and plastic deformations. It is generally
assumed that concrete behaves like an elastic-perfectly plastic material after reaching its maximum
strength capacity. The failure surface is considered to be fixed in the stress space. Constitutive
models for concrete should be concerned with pressure sensitivity, path dependence, stiffness
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degradation, and cyclic response. The existing plasticity models range from nonlinear elasticity,
endochronic plasticity, classical plasticity, and multi-laminate or micro-plane plasticity to bounding
surface plasticity. Many of these models, however, are only suitable in a specific application and
loading system for which they are devised and may give unrealistic results in other cases. Also,
some of these models require several parameters to be calibrated based on the experimental results
Table 1 Different models for strength enhancement of FRP confined concrete cylinders
ID

Authors

Equation

1

Fardis and Khalili (1981)

f cc′
P 0.85
----- = 1 + 3.7 ⎛ -----u-⎞
⎝ f co′ ⎠
f co′

2

Mander et al. (1988)

7.94P 2P
f cc′
----- = 2.254 1 + ----------------u – ---------u – 1.254
f co′
f co′
f co′

3

Miyauchi et al. (1997)

f cc′
P
----- = 1 + 3.485 ⎛ -----u-⎞
⎝ f co′ ⎠
f co′

4

Samaan et al. (1998)

f cc′
0.7
----- = 1 + 0.6P u
f co′

5

Lam and Teng (2001)

P
f cc′
----- = 1 + 2 ⎛ -----u-⎞
⎝ f co′ ⎠
f co′

6

Toutanji (1999)

f cc′
P 0.85
----- = 1 + 3.5 ⎛ -----u-⎞
⎝ f co′ ⎠
f co′

7

Saafi et al. (1999)

f cc′
P 0.84
----- = 1 + 2.2 ⎛ -----u-⎞
⎝ f co′ ⎠
f co′

8

Spoelstra and Monti (1999)

f cc′
P
----- = 0.2 + 3 -----uf co′
f co′

9

Karbhari and Gao (1997)

f cc′
P 0.87
----- = 1 + 2.1 ⎛ -----u-⎞
⎝
f co′
f co′ ⎠

10

P
f cc′
----- = 1 + K 1 ⎛ -----u-⎞
⎝ f co′ ⎠
f co′

Berthet et al. (2006)

20 ≤ f co′ ≤ 50 MPa
K 1 = 3.45
⎧
⎨
– 1/4
50 ≤ f co′ ≤ 200 MPa
⎩ K 1 = 0.95 ( f co′ )
f 'co: Compressive strength of unconfined concrete cylinder;
f 'cc: Ultimate compressive strength of confined concrete cylinder;
Pu: Ultimate confinement pressure ( P u = E l ⋅ ε f = 2t ⋅ f f ′/D );
El: Lateral modulus; γf: Ultimate tensile strain of FRP laminate;
f 'f: Ultimate tensile strength of FRP layer; t: Thickness of FRP layer;
D: Diameter of concrete cylinder.
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(Mirmiran et al. 2000). Considerable experimental research has been performed on the behavior of
the CFRP-confined concrete columns (Miyauchi et al. 1997, Matthys 1999, Shahawy et al. 2000,
Rochette and Labossiere 2000, Micelli et al. 2001, Rousakis 2001). Numerous studies have
concentrated on assessing the strength enhancement of CFRP-wrapped concrete cylinders in the
literature. Some of the most important models in this field are shown in Table 1.
By extending developments in computational software and hardware, several alternative computeraided data mining approaches have been developed. Pattern recognition systems, as an example,
learn adaptively from experience and extract various discriminators. Artificial neural networks
(ANNs) are the most widely used pattern recognition procedures. There has been some research
with the specific objective of applying ANNs to the modeling of the strength enhancement of
CFRP-confined concrete cylinders (Cevik and Guzelbey 2008). Despite the acceptable performance
of ANNs, they usually do not give a definite function to calculate the outcome using the input
values. The model equations obtained based on the fixed connection weights and bias factors of the
ANN structures are often very complex and have long expressions. The ANN-based models are
mostly appropriate to be used as a part of a computer program or via spreadsheet programming.

3. Genetic programming
GP is a symbolic optimization technique that creates computer programs to solve a problem using
the principle of Darwinian natural selection. GP was introduced by Koza (1992) as an extension of
the genetic algorithms (GAs). The programs evolved by GP are represented as tree structures and
expressed in the functional programming language (Koza 1992). The main difference between the
GA and GP approaches is that in GP the evolving programs (individuals) are parse trees rather than
fixed-length binary strings. The traditional optimization techniques, like GA, are generally used in
parameter optimization to evolve the best values for a given set of model parameters. GP, on the
other hand, gives the basic structure of the approximation model together with the values of its
parameters. In fact, GP optimizes a population of computer programs according to a fitness
landscape determined by a program ability to perform a given computational task. The fitness of
each program in the population is evaluated using a fitness function. Thus, the fitness function is the
objective function GP aims to optimize (Torres 2009). GP is relatively a new field of pattern
recognition methods in contrast with GA. A survey of the literature reveals the growing interest of
the research community in GP.
In GP, a random population of individuals (trees) is created to achieve high diversity. The
symbolic optimization algorithms present the potential solutions by structural ordering of several
symbols. A population member in GP is a hierarchically structured tree comprising functions and
terminals. The functions and terminals are selected from a set of functions and a set of terminals.
For example, the function set F can contain the basic arithmetic operations (+, −, ×, /, etc.), Boolean
logic functions (AND, OR, NOT, etc.), or any other mathematical functions. The terminal set T
contains the arguments for the functions and can consist of numerical constants, logical constants,
variables, etc. The functions and terminals are chosen at random and constructed together to form a
computer model. The evolved model has a tree-like structure with a root point with branches
extending from each function and ending in a terminal. An example of a simple tree representation
of a GP model is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Creation of the initial population is a blind random search for solutions in the large space of
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Fig. 3 The tree representation of a GP model (X1 + 3/X2)2

Fig. 4 Typical crossover operation in GP

Fig. 5 Typical mutation operation in GP

possible solutions. Once a population of models is created at random, the GP algorithm evaluates
the individuals, selects individuals for reproduction, generates new individuals by mutation,
crossover, and direct reproduction, and finally creates the new generation in all iterations (Koza
1992). During the crossover procedure, a point on a branch of each solution (program) is selected at
random and the set of terminals and/or functions from each program are then swapped to create two
new programs as can be seen in Fig. 4. The evolutionary process continues by evaluating the fitness
of the new population and starting a new round of reproduction and crossover. During this process,
the GP algorithm occasionally selects a function or terminal from a model at random and mutates it
(see Fig. 5). The best program that appeared in any generation, the best-so-far solution, defines the
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the GP program structures (a) LGP (b) tree-based GP (after Alavi et al. 2010c)

output of the GP algorithm (Koza 1992). In the following subsections, the coupled GP/SA and MEP
algorithms are briefly described.
3.1 Hybrid genetic programming-simulated annealing algorithm
In this paper, GP with a SA-based selection strategy is employed for developing the prediction
models. In this coupled algorithm, the SA strategy is used to select new individuals (Folino et al.
2000, Deschaine et al. 2000, Francone 2004). The GP system used in this study is linear genetic
programming (LGP) (Brameier and Banzhaf 2001, 2007). LGP is a new subset of GP with a linear
structure similar to the DNA molecule in biological genomes. The main characteristic of LGP in
comparison with the traditional tree-based GP is that expressions of a functional programming
language (like LISP) are substituted by programs of an imperative language (like C/C++) (Brameier
and Banzhaf 2001). Fig. 6 presents a comparison of the program structures in LGP and tree-based
GP. As shown in Fig. 6(a), a linear genetic program can be seen as a data flow graph generated by
multiple usage of register content. That is, on the functional level the evolved imperative structure
denotes a special directed graph. As can be observed from Fig. 6(b), in tree-based GP, the data flow
is more rigidly determined by the tree structure of the program (Brameier and Banzhaf 2001). In the
LGP system utilized here, an individual program is interpreted as a variable-length sequence of
simple C instructions.
3.1.1 The SA algorithm
SA makes use of the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953) for the computer simulation of
annealing. Annealing is a process in which a metal is heated to a high temperature and then is
gradually cooled to relieve thermal stresses. During the cooling process, each atom takes a specific
position in the crystalline structure of the metal. By changing the temperature, this crystalline
structure changes to a different configuration. An internal energy, E, can be measured and assigned
to each state of crystalline structure of the metal which is achieved during the annealing process.
At each step of the cooling process, if the temperature does not decrease quickly the atoms are
allowed to adjust to a stable equilibrium state of least energy. It is evident that changing of the
crystalline structure of a metal, through the annealing, is associated with a changing of the internal
energy as ∆E. However, as the metal temperature drops down gradually, the overall trend of
changing internal energy follows a decreasing process but sometimes the energy may increase by
chance. The probability of acceptance of an increase in internal energy by ∆E is given by
Boltzmann’s probability distribution function as follows
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P ( ∆E ) = e

– ∆E
---------KT

(11)

where T is the temperature of the metal in Kelvin’s temperature scale and K is the Boltzmann’s
constant. The crystalline structure of a metal achieves near global minimum energy states during the
process of annealing. This process is simulated by SA to find the minimum of a function in a
certain design space. The objective function corresponds to the energy state and moving to any new
set of design variables corresponds to a change of the crystalline structural state.
3.1.2 The GP/SA algorithm
Considering the above explanations for GP and SA, the coupled GP/SA algorithm uses the
following main steps to evolve a computer program (Deschaine et al. 2000, Francone 2004):
I. A single program is initially created at random. This is the “parent” program for the first
repetition of the learning cycle.
II. The parent program is copied.
III. A search operator, crossover or mutation, transforms the copy of the parent program. The
transformed copy is called “child” program or “offspring” program. The crossover operator
produces two children programs. But only one of these programs is compared with the parent
as a candidate to replace the parent program.
IV. The fitness value of the both parent and child program is calculated.
V. Based on the fitness value of the child and parent program, the SA algorithm decides whether
to replace the parent program with the child program. If the child has better fitness than the
parent, the child always replaces its parent. If the child has worse fitness than the parent, the
child replaces the parent probabilistically. The probability of replacement depends on how
much worse the fitness of the child is than the parent and also on the SA temperature, T. As
the annealing process continues, T is gradually reduced at each nth iteration. This means that,
for the program, the probability of replacing a worse child to a better parent gets lower and
lower as the run continues. If the child program replaces the parent program then the child
program becomes the new parent for the next cycle. Alternatively, if the parent program is not
replaced by the child, it remains as the parent program for the next cycle.
VI. If the termination or convergence conditions are satisfied the process is terminated. Otherwise,
the process is continued going step III.
A brief description of the basic parameters used by the GP/SA algorithm to direct a search for a
program is given below (Francone 2004):
Temperature: Temperature in the GP/SA algorithm is just a number that controls the probability
that a mutated child program will replace the parent program. Start and stop temperatures are values
that a program uses for temperatures at the first and last temperature levels in a run.
Number of temperature levels: This parameter sets the number of temperature levels that the GP/
SA algorithm will use before the program terminates the run. The proper number of temperature
levels depends on the complexity of the problem.
Number of iterations per temperature: This parameter sets the number of times a new child
program is created from the parent program at each temperature level.
Crossover rate: The crossover rate parameter in the GP/SA algorithm sets the balance between the
uses of the search operators (crossover and mutation). A value of 50% means that 50% of time the
used search operator will be the crossover operator. The mutation operator will therefore be
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employed in the other 50% of time by the GP/SA algorithm.
Probability of randomly generated parent in crossover: This parameter selects the proportion of
headless-chicken crossover versus the best program crossover. The headless-chicken crossover is
very similar to crossover in GP. During this operation, the parent program is crossed over with a
randomly created program that is the same length as the parent program. GP/SA uses only one child
from each crossover operation whereas in GP, there are two.
Offspring choice rate: This parameter balances which of the child programs is chosen for
comparison with the parent program.
Replacement scaling factor: This parameter is a scaling constant. As it decreases, the probability
that a child will replace its parent decreases. This parameter may be used to force the algorithm to
be pickier about letting worse fitness children replace better parents, particularly at the beginning of
the run.
Fitness function: The fitness function is a criterion for the evaluation of the fittest computer
program. It is used to determine which of the evolved programs survive and reproduce.
3.2 Multi expression programming
MEP is a subarea of GP developed by Oltean and Dumitrescu (2002). MEP uses linear
chromosomes for solution encoding. It has a special ability to encode multiple solutions (computer
programs) of a problem in a single chromosome. Based on the fitness values of the individuals, the
best encoded solution is chosen to represent the chromosome. There are not increases in the
complexity of the MEP decoding process compared with the other GP variants that store a single
solution in a chromosome. The exception is on the situations where the set of training data is not
known a priori (Oltean and Grosan 2003a). The evolutionary steady-state MEP algorithm starts by
the creation of a random population of individuals. MEP uses the following steps to evolve the best
expression along a specified number of generations until a termination condition is reached (Oltean
and Dumitrescu 2002, Oltean and Grosan 2003b):
iii. Selecting two parents using a binary tournament procedure and recombining them with a fixed
crossover probability.
iii. Obtaining two offspring by the recombination of two parents.
iii. Mutating the offspring and replacing the worst individual in the current population with the
best of them (if the offspring is better than the worst individual in the current population).
MEP is represented similar to the way in which C and Pascal compilers translate mathematical
expressions into machine code. The number of MEP genes per chromosome is constant and
specifies the length of the chromosome. A terminal (an element in the terminal set T) or a function
symbol (an element in the function set F) is encoded by each gene. A gene that encodes a function
includes pointers towards the function arguments. The function parameters always have indices of
lower values than the position of that function itself in the chromosome. The first symbol in a
chromosome must be a terminal symbol as stated by the proposed representation scheme.
An example of a MEP chromosome can be seen below. Using the set of functions F = {+, ×, /}
and the set of terminals T = {x1, x2, x3, x4}, the example is given as follows:
0: x1
1: x2
2: × 0, 1
3: x3
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Fig. 7 Expressions encoded by an MEP chromosome represented as trees

4: + 2, 3
5: x4
6: / 4, 5
Translation of the MEP individuals into computer programs can be obtained by reading the
chromosome top-down starting with the first position. A terminal symbol defines a simple
expression and each of function symbols specifies a complex expression obtained by connecting the
operands specified by the argument positions with the current function symbol (Oltean and
Dumitrescu 2002). In the present example, genes 0, 1, 3 and 5 encode simple expressions formed
by a single terminal symbol. These expressions are: E0 = x1, E1 = x2, E3 = x3, E5 = x4. Gene 2
indicates the operation × on the operands located at positions 0 and 1 of the chromosome.
Therefore, gene 2 encodes the expression: E2 = x1 × x2. Gene 4 indicates the operation + on the
operands located at positions 2 and 3. Therefore, gene 4 encodes the expression: E4 = (x1 × x2) + x3.
Gene 6 indicates the operation/on the operands located at positions 4 and 5. Therefore, gene 6
encodes the expression: E6 = ((x1 × x2) + x3)/x4. In order to choose one of these expressions (E1, ...,
E6) as the chromosome representer, multiple expressions in a single chromosome are encoded. Due
to its multi expression representation, each MEP chromosome may be viewed as a forest of trees
rather than a single tree (see Fig. 7). Each of these expressions can be considered as a possible
solution of the problem. The fitness of each expression in an MEP chromosome is calculated to
designate the best encoded expression in that chromosome. For solving symbolic regression
problems, the fitness of an MEP chromosome may be computed using the following formula
(Oltean and Grosan 2003a)
⎧ n
i ⎫
f = min
lim ⎨ ∑ E j – Oj ⎬
i = 1, m
⎩j = 1
⎭

(12)

where n is the number of fitness cases; Ej is the expected value for the fitness case j; Oji is the
value returned for the jth fitness case by the ith expression encoded in the current chromosome, and
m is the number of chromosome genes.
4. Development of compressive strength predictive models
The main objective of this paper is to formulate the compressive strength of CFRP-confined
concrete cylinders ( fcc′ ) using the GP/SA and MEP approaches. Four different GP/SA and MEP
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models (Model I, Model II, Model III and Model IV) were developed using two different
combinations of the influencing variables. The first combination of the variables was used for the
construction of Models I and III. The formulations of fcc′ (MPa) in these models were considered
to be as follows
fcc′ = f ( D, t, ff ′, fco′ )

(13)

where,
D (mm): Diameter of concrete cylinder
t (mm): Thickness of CFRP layer
ff ′ (MPa): Ultimate tensile strength of CFRP laminate
fco′ (MPa): Unconfined ultimate concrete strength
It is well recognized that the ultimate compressive strength of FRP-confined concrete occurs at
the hoop rupture of the confining FRP (Lorenzis and Tepfers 2003). The hoop rupture strain can be
calculated from the ultimate tensile strength of the FRP laminate and its elastic modulus. Hence, the
hoop rupture strain was implicitly taken into account by considering the ultimate tensile strength of
the laminate as an input to Models I and III.
In order to conduct a fair comparison between the result of this study and the models found in the
literature, the number of inputs to build Model II and Model IV was reduced to two parameters.
The formulations of fcc′ in these models were considered to be as follows
fcc′ = f ( Pu, fco′ )

(14)

in which, fco′ and Pu are respectively the unconfined ultimate concrete strength and ultimate
confinement pressure in MPa. These parameters are the most widely used parameters in the existing
FRP confinement models. As shown in Table 1, Pu is a function of D, t, and ff ′ (Spoelstra and
Monti 1999). Therefore, Models II and IV incorporate the effects of the parameters considered for
developing Models I and III in implicit form.
Models I and II were developed using the GP/SA method, and Models III and IV were generated
by the MEP technique. For the analysis, the available data sets were randomly divided into learning,
validation and testing subsets. The learning data were taken for training (genetic evolution). The
validation data were used to specify the generalization capability of the models on data they did not
train on (model selection). Thus, both of the learning and validation data were involved in the
modeling process and were categorized into one group referred to as “training data”. The models
with the best performance on both of the learning and validation data sets were finally selected as
the outcomes of the runs. The testing data were finally employed to measure the performance of the
models obtained by GP/SA and MEP on the data that played no role in building the models. A trial
study was conducted to find a consistent data division. The selection was such that the statistical
properties (e.g., mean and standard deviation) of the training (learning and testing) and testing
subsets were similar. To get the accurate result from the proposed models and to improve the
learning speed, the input and output parameters were normalized between 0 and 1. After controlling
several normalization methods (Swingler 1996), the following methods were selected for
normalizing the data. The inputs and outputs of Models I and III were normalized as
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Xi
Xn = ----------------------1.05Xi, max

(15)

where Xi,max is the maximum value of Xi, and Xn is the normalized value. To normalize fco′ , Pu, and
fcc′ as the input and output parameters of Models II and IV, they were divided by 90, 40 and 140,
respectively. The best GP/SA and MEP models were chosen on the basis of a multi-objective
strategy as below:
iii. The simplicity of the models, although this was not a predominant factor.
iii. Providing the best fitness value on the learning set of data.
iii. Providing the best fitness value on a testing set of data.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed models, the correlation coefficient (R) and
mean absolute percent error (MAPE) were used. R and MAPE are given in the form of formulas as
follows
n
Σ
i = 1 ( hi – hi ) ( ti – t i )
R = ------------------------------------------------------------------n
2 n
Σ i = 1 ( hi – hi ) Σi = 1 ( ti – t i ) 2

(16)

1 n
MAPE = --- ∑ hi – ti × 100
ni = 1

(17)

where hi and ti are respectively the experimental and the calculated output value for the ith output,
hi is the average of the experimental outputs, and n is the number of samples.
4.1 Experimental database
An experimental database of the strength enhancement of CFRP-wrapped concrete cylinders test
results was obtained from the literature (Cevik and Guzelbey 2008) to develop the models. The
database contains 101 specimens from seven separate studies. The database includes the
measurements of D, t, ff ′ , fco′ , Pu, and fcc′ . The first two variables are geometrical parameters
(Fig. 8) and the others are mechanical properties. All the specimens used in the database have a
length (L) to diameter (D) ratio of 2. Of the 101 data sets, 91 data vectors were taken for the
training process (76 sets for learning and 15 sets for validation). The remaining 10 sets were used
for the testing of the models. The GP/SA and MEP were developed using the same training and

Fig. 8 Geometrical parameters of CFRP-wrapped concrete cylinder
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Table 2 Descriptive statistics of the variables used in the model development
Parameter
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum

Input

Output

D (mm)

t (mm)

f 'f (MPa)

f 'c o (MPa)

Pu (MPa)

f 'c o (MPa)

134.43
2.35
150
23.58
555.83
-1.39
-0.80
53
100
153
13577

0.48
0.07
0.34
0.66
0.43
29.67
5.06
4.93
0.11
5.04
48.56

2445.86
93.31
2024
937.74
879349.28
-0.41
0.09
3590
230
3820
247032

45.12
1.73
43
17.35
301
-0.17
0.78
62.73
19.4
82.13
4556.68

13.51
0.86
12.15
8.69
75.53
1.80
1.48
34.93
3.44
38.38
1364.09

78.32
2.29
75.7
23.03
530.41
-0.57
0.39
104.1
33.8
137.9
7910.07

Table 3 Parameter settings for the GP/SA algorithm
Parameter

Settings

Number of temperature levels
Number of iterations per temperature level
Start temperature
Stop temperature
Crossover rate (%)
Homologous crossover (%)
Probability of randomly generated parent in crossover (%)
Block mutation rate (%)
Instruction mutation rate (%)
Data mutation rate (%)
Offspring choice rate (%)
Replacement scaling factor
Maximum program size
Initial program size
Function set

5000-7000
1000
5
0.01
50, 95
95
99
30
30
40
50
1
256
80
+, −, ×, /, , sin, cos, tan

testing data sets. Descriptive statistics of the variables used in the model development are given in
Table 2.
4.2 Model construction using GP/SA
Various parameters are involved in the GP/SA predictive algorithm. The parameter selection will
affect the model generalization capability of GP/SA. The parameter settings are shown in Table 3.
In this study, four basic arithmetic operators (+, −, ×, /) and some basic mathematical functions ( ,
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sin, cos) were utilized to get the optimum GP/SA models. A large number of temperature levels
were tested to find models with minimum error. The program was run until was run until there was
no longer significant improvement in the model performance or the runs terminated automatically.
The number of iterations per temperature level was set to 1000. Values of 5 and 0.01 were
considered for the start and stop temperatures, respectively. At the low level the crossover rate is
50% and at the high level it is 95%. The squared error function was used to calculate the overall
fitness of the evolved programs. The values of the other involved parameters were selected based on
some previously suggested values (Alavi et al. 2010b) and also after a trial and error approach. The
GP/SA algorithm was implemented using the Discipulus LiteTM (Conrads et al. 2004) software.
4.2.1 Explicit formulation of compressive strength, Model I
The GP/SA-based formulation of the compressive strength ( fcc′ ) , in terms of D, t, ff ′ and fco′ , is
as given below

Fig. 9 Experimental versus predicted compressive strength using GP/SA, Model I (a) training data
(b) testing data

Fig. 10 Experimental versus predicted compressive strength using GP/SA, Model II (a) training data
(b) testing data
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′ ⎞⎞
4011- cos2 ⎛ ----------20D-⎞ + 29f
co
----------fcc′ , Mod.I ( MPa ) = 2.4262 fco′ ff ′tcos ⎛ cos ⎛ ----------⎝ 3213⎠ 2500⎠ ⎠
⎝ ⎝ ff ′
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(18)

A comparison of the experimental and predicted compressive strength of CFRP-wrapped concrete
cylinder by GP/SA, Model I is shown in Fig. 9. fco′ and Pu were considered in the formulation
process of Model II. The compressive strength prediction equation for the best results by the GP/SA
algorithm is as given below
2

7fco′ ( 9Pu + 1080Pu + 28800 – 160fco′ )
f cc
′ , Mod.II ( MPa ) = -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1620 ( Pu + 80 )

(19)

A comparison of the experimental and predicted compressive strength by Model II is shown in
Fig. 10.
4.3 Model construction using MEP
Using two different sets of the predictor variables, two separate MEP prediction models (Model
III and Model IV) were developed. Similar to Model I, Model III relates fcc′ to D, t, ff ′ , and fco′ .
Model IV correlates fcc′ with fco′ and Pu. As for GP/SA, the parameter selection will affect the
model generalization capability of MEP. Various parameters involved in the MEP predictive
algorithm are shown in Table 4. These parameters were selected based on some previously
suggested values (Alavi and Gandomi 2010) and after a trial and error approach. Basic arithmetic
operators and some basic mathematical functions were utilized to get the optimum MEP models.
The proper number of population and generation often depends on the number of possible solutions.
A fairly large number of population and generations were tested to find models with minimum
error. The programs were run until the runs automatically terminated. The mutation rate was set to
10%. The crossover rates were 50% and 95% at the low and high levels, respectively. The number
of expressions encoded by each MEP chromosome is equal to the chromosome length. This
parameter directly influences the size of the search space and the number of solutions explored
within the search space. The success of the MEP algorithm usually increases with increasing the
chromosome length. In this case, the complexity of the evolved function increases and the speed of
the algorithm decreases (Oltean 2006). An optimal value equal to 50 genes was selected for the
chromosome length as a tradeoff between the running time and the complexity of the evolved
Table 4 Parameter settings for the MEP algorithm
Parameter

Settings

Population size
Chromosome length
Number of generations
Crossover probability
Crossover type
Mutation probability
Terminal set
Function set

500-1000
50 genes
250
0.5,0.9
Uniform
0.01
Problem inputs
+, −, ×, /, exp, sin, cos
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Fig. 11 Experimental versus predicted compressive strength using MEP, Model III (a) training data
(b) testing data

Fig. 12 Experimental versus predicted compressive strength using MEP, Model IV (a) training data
testing data

(b)

solutions. For the analysis, source code of MEP (Oltean 2004) in C++ was modified by the authors
to be utilizable for the available problem.
4.3.1 Explicit formulation of compressive strength, Model III
The MEP-based formulation of fcc′ , in terms of D, t, ff ′ , and fco′ is as given below
925tf ′ 1971fco′
29fco′ 1000t⎞
14D
- + ------------- × 10–6 + --------------f- + ----------------f cc
′ , Mod.III ( MPa ) = 1.2235ff ′fco′ D ⎛ cos ⎛ sin ⎛ ----------⎞ ⎞ – ----------⎝ ⎝ ⎝ 425t⎠ ⎠ 1250 1323 ⎠
72198
1250

(20)

A comparison of the experimental and predicted compressive strength of CFRP-wrapped concrete
cylinder by MEP, Model III is shown in Fig. 11. The fcc′ prediction equation in terms of fco′ and Pu
is as given below
P

f′

P

P

f′

co
u
co
-⎞
-----u- – ---------u- – ----⎛
28fco′ ⎞ ⎛ ----14fco′ ⎛ Pu fco′ ⎞
40 90
-⎟ ⎜ e 40 – 40e 40 90⎟ + ----------– 7Pu + ----------- ------ – -----f cc
′ , Mod.IV ( MPa ) = ⎜ 140e
9 ⎠⎝
9 ⎝ 40 90⎠
⎝
⎠

(21)
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A comparison of the experimental and predicted compressive strength of CFRP-wrapped concrete
cylinder by Model IV is shown in Fig. 12.

5. Performance analysis and model validity
Four prediction equations were obtained for the compressive strength of confined concrete
cylinder by means of the GP/SA and MEP methods. Fig. 13 visualizes the compressive strength
predictions made by different models for the entire database. Based on a logical hypothesis (Smith
1986), if a model gives a correlation coefficient (R) > 0.8, and the error (e.g., MAPE) values are at

Fig. 13 Comparisons of the experimental versus predicted f 'cc values using different models
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Fig. 13 Continued

the minimum, there is a strong correlation between the predicted and measured values. The model
can therefore be judged as very good. It can be observed from Figs. 9-13 that the GP/SA and MEP
models with high R and low MAPE values predict the target values with a high degree of accuracy.
The GP/SA, Model I has provided the best performance on the training (R = 0.9283, MAPE = 6.56)
and whole of data (R = 0.910, MAPE = 7.27). On the testing data, MEP (Model III) with R and
MAPE values respectively equal to 0.8786 and 12.70 outperforms the other models. Overall
performance of the models demonstrates that the models developed using the first combination of
the input parameters (D, t, ff ′ , fco′ ) have provided better results than those developed using the
second combination ( fco′ , Pu).
It is known that the models derived using the ANNs, GP/SA, MEP or other soft computing tools,
in most cases, have a predictive capability within the data range used for their development. This is
because of the nature of these techniques and distinguishes them from the other conventional
techniques. The amount of data used for the modeling process is an important issue, as it bears
heavily on the reliability of the final models. To cope with this limitation, Frank and Todeschini
(1994) argue that the minimum ratio of the number of objects over the number of selected variables
for model acceptability is 3. They also suggest that considering a ratio equal to 5 is safer. In the
present study, this ratio is much higher and is equal to 101/4 = 25.25. Furthermore, new criteria
recommended by Golbraikh and Tropsha (2002) were checked for the external validation of the GP/
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Table 5 Statistical parameters of the GP/SA and MEP models for the external validation
Formula

Condition

GP/SA
Model I

GP/SA
Model I

1

R

R > 0.8

0.823

0.852

0.879

0.837

2

Σ ( h i × t i -)
k = -----------------------------2
hi

0.85 < K < 1.15

0.982

1.074

1.013

1.054

3

Σ i = 1 ( hi × ti -)
k′ = -----------------------------2
ti

0.85 < K' < 1.15

0.973

0.898

0.955

0.913

4

R – Rom = ------------------2
R

m < 0.1

-0.472

-0.317

-0.294

-0.396

5

R – Ro′
n = --------------------2
R

n < 0.1

-0.456

-0.206

-0.254

-0.305

0.998

0.956

0.999

0.977

0.987

0.875

0.968

0.913

Item

n
i=1

MEP
MEP
Model III Model IV

n

2

2

2

where Ro =

2

2

n
o 2
Σ
i = 1 ( ti – hi )
-------------------------------- , h oi
1– n
2
Σi = 1 ( ti – t i )

= k × ti

Σi = 1 ( hi – ti ) - , to = k′ × h
2
Ro′ = 1 – --------------------------------i
i
Σ ni = 1 ( h i – h i )2
n

o 2

hi: Actual output value for the ith output; ti: Predicted output value for the ith output; h i : Average of actual
outputs; t i : Average of predicted outputs; n: Number of sample.

SA and MEP models on the testing data sets. It is suggested that at least one slope of regression
lines (k or k') through the origin should be close to 1. Also, the performance indexes of m and n
should be lower than 0.1. Either the squared correlation coefficient (through the origin) between
predicted and experimental values (Ro2), or the coefficient between experimental and predicted
values (Ro'2) should be close to 1. The validation criteria and the relevant results obtained by the
models are presented in Table 5. Models are considered valid, if they satisfy the required conditions.
This verification phase ensures that the derived models are strongly valid, have prediction power
and are not chance correlations.
It can also be observed from Fig. 13 that the GP/SA and MEP-based models considerably
outperform the models found in the literature. Most of the available models have been derived
through the conventional regression analyses. The regression analysis can have large uncertainties. It
has major drawbacks for idealization of complex processes, approximation, and averaging widely
varying prototype conditions. Another important issue is due to the limitation of this method. The
regression analysis tries to model the nature of the corresponding problem by a pre-defined linear or
nonlinear equation, which is not always true. In most cases, the best models developed using the
commonly used statistical approaches are obtained after controlling just some equations established
in advance. Thus, they cannot efficiently consider the interactions between the dependent and
independent variables. On the other hand, GP/SA and MEP have significant abilities to model the
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Table 6 GP/SA and MEP models for strength enhancement of CFRP-confined concrete cylinders
Model

Expression

GP/SA, Model I

f cc′
f f ′t ⎛ ⎛ 4011 2 ⎛ 20D ⎞ 29f co′ ⎞ ⎞
----- = 2.4262 ----------cos
cos ------------ cos ------------ + -----------⎝ ⎝ ff ′
⎝ 3213⎠ 2500⎠ ⎠
f co′
f co′

GP/SA, Model II

f cc′
63P u + 7560P u + 201600 – 1120f co′
----- = -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------f co′
1620 ( P u + 80 )

MEP, Model III

925tf f ′
29f co′ 1000t⎞
f cc′
1971
14D⎞ ⎞ ----------- + -------------- × 10 –6 + -------------------------- = 1.2235f f ′D ⎛ cos ⎛ sin ⎛ ---------- –
+ -----------⎝
⎠
⎝
⎝
⎠
⎠
f co′
1250 1323
72198f co′
1250
425t

MEP, Model IV

------ – ----------- – -----⎛
f cc′
7P 28⎞ ----P f co′ ⎞
40 90
40
40 90⎞
----- = ⎜ 140
+ 14
------ ⎛ ------u – ------------- e
– ---------u + ------⎟ ⎛ e – e
⎝
⎝
⎠
90⎠
f co′
f
′
9
40
9
′
f
co
⎝ co
⎠

2

Pu

f co′

Pu

Pu

fc′ o

mechanical behavior without any prior assumptions. The best solutions (equations) evolved by this
technique are determined after controlling numerous preliminary models, even millions of linear and
nonlinear models. In addition to their acceptable performance, the GP/SA and MEP prediction
equations are relatively simple and can be expressed similar to the form of other existing models
(see Table 6). As more data become available, including those for other types of FRP, the same
models can be improved to make more accurate predictions for a wider range.
Note that one of the goals of introducing expert systems, such as the GP-based approaches, into
the design processes is better handling of the information in the pre-design phase. The initial steps
of design are based on imprecise and incomplete information about the features and properties of
targeted output or process (Kraslawski et al. 1999). Nevertheless, it is idealistic to have some initial
estimates of the outcome before performing any extensive laboratory or field work. The GP/SA and
MEP approaches employed in this research are based on the data alone to determine the structure
and parameters of the model. Thus, the derived models are considered to be mostly valid for use in
preliminary design stages and should cautiously be used for final decision-making. For more
reliability, the results of the GP/SA and MEP-based analyses are suggested to be compared with
those obtained using deterministic methods.
In order to develop more sophisticated prediction tools, the models obtained using GP/SA and
MEP can be combined with advanced deterministic models. Assuming the deterministic model
captures the key physical mechanisms, it needs appropriate initial conditions and carefully calibrated
parameters to make accurate predictions. An idea could be to calibrate the parameters by the use of
GP/SA and MEP which take into account the historic data sets as well as the laboratory test results.
This allows integrating the uncertainties related to testing conditions which the conventional
constitutive models do not explicitly account for. Also, GP/SA and MEP provide a structured
representation for the constitutive material model that can readily be incorporated into the finite
element or finite difference analyses. In this case, it is possible to use a suitably trained GP/SA or
MEP-based model instead of a conventional (analytical) constitutive model in a numerical analysis
tool such as finite element code.
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6. Sensitivity and parametric analyses
Sensitivity analysis is of utmost concern for selecting the important predictor variables. The
contributions of the predictor variables were evaluated through a sensitivity analysis. For this aim,
frequency values of the variables were obtained. A frequency value equal to 1.00 for an input
indicates that this variable has been appeared in 100% of the best thirty programs evolved by GP/
SA and MEP. This is a common methodology for the sensitivity analysis in the GP-based studies
(Francone 2001, Alavi et al. 2010a). The frequency values of the input parameters of the models are
presented in Fig. 14. The results for the models type I and III indicate that the compressive strength
of CFRP-wrapped concrete cylinder is more dependent on ff ′ and fco′ than on D and t (Fig. 14(a)).
As shown in Fig. 14(b), the compressive strength is more sensitive to fco′ than Pu in the models of
type II and IV. There are earlier findings for the compressive strength that are in agreement with
this observation (Gandomi et al. 2010a).
For further verification of the models, a parametric study was performed in this study. The main

Fig. 14 Contributions of the predictor variables in the GP/SA and MEP models

Fig. 15 Parametric analysis of f 'cc in the GP/SA and MEP models (Models I and III)
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Fig. 16 Parametric analysis of f 'cc in the GP/SA and MEP models (Model II and IV)

goal is to find the effect of each parameter on the compressive strength of CFRP-wrapped concrete
cylinders. Figs. 15 and 16 present the predicted values of the compressive strength as a function of
each parameter for Models I, II, III, and IV. The tendency of the prediction to the geometrical
parameters (t, D) and mechanical properties ( ff ′ , fco′ , Pu) can be determined according to these
figures.
Fig. 14 presents the results of the parametric study for GP/SA, Model I, and MEP, Model III. The
results indicate that fcc′ continuously increases due to increasing t, ff ′ , and fco′ and slightly
decreases due to increasing D. It is well known that, by inhibiting lateral expansion of concrete, its
strength and ductility improve significantly (Mirmiran et al. 2000, Rousakis et al. 2008). According
to Poisson’s effect, for a given value of axial compression stress, applied on FRP confined concrete
cylinders, the lateral expansion changes depend on the elastic modulus and therefore on the tensile
strength of FRP materials. For this reason, there is a direct relationship between the compressive
strength of CFRP confined concrete cylinders and the tensile strength of CFRP materials.
Considering the results of the parametric analysis for Models II and IV, as shown in Fig. 16, it can
be seen that fcc′ continuously increases due to increasing fco′ and Pu. The results of the parametric
analysis for the proposed models are expected cases from a civil engineering viewpoint. The results
are also in close agreement with those reported by other researchers (e.g., Spoelstra and Monti
1999, Xiao and Wu 2000, Berthet et al. 2006).
7. Conclusions
New equations were obtained for predicting the compressive strength of CFRP-confined concrete
columns using the GP/SA and MEP methodologies. A reliable database of previously published
ultimate strength of concrete cylinders test results was used for developing the models. The
proposed models are capable of predicting the ultimate strength of concrete cylinders after CFRP
confinement with high accuracy. Overall, the GP/SA and MEP models using the same predictor
variables reach a similar prediction performance. The validity of the models was tested for a part of
test results beyond the training data domain. New criteria were also checked for the external
validation of the prediction models. The validation phases confirm the effectiveness and robustness
of the models for their further application to the compressive strength estimation. Better
performance of the models developed using D, t, ff ′ and fco′ implies the necessity of using these
four parameters for the analyses rather than fco′ and Pu. The derived models were benchmarked
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against several CFRP confinement models in the literature and found to be more accurate. The
sensitivity and parametric analyses were performed and supported by the experimental evidence and
the results presented by other researchers. The developed models can reliably be used for routine
pre-planning and pre-design purposes in that they were derived from tests on samples with a wide
range of properties. The models derived using GP/SA and MEP are basically different from the
conventional constitutive models based on the first principles (e.g., elasticity and plasticity theories).
One of the distinctive features of GP/SA and MEP-based constitutive models is that they are based
on the experimental data rather than on the assumptions made in developing the conventional
models. As more data becomes available, these models can be improved by re-training GP/SA and
MEP. The major advantage of employing the GP/SA and MEP-based models is that the
compressive strength can accurately be estimated without carrying out destructive, sophisticated and
time-consuming laboratory tests.
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